INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
In general, English and American examination questions
appear to me to differ in this way, the English questions
being less pointed and less likely to lead to similar answers,
the American questions more parcelled out into bits,
hampering the style of a really good candidate, but finding
out more about the other candidates. For example, in a
School Certificate Examination in England in 1923, there
was asked the question * :
What evidences are there to show that the opening of the Panama
Canal has appreciably influenced the trade routes of the world ?
In the Regents' Examination of the State of New York
in January of 1924 (an examination of somewhat similar
standing and performing much the same function) it
happened that a question was asked about the same
subject, but worded thus :
Write on the Panama Canal touching on (a) location and length,
(6) nation controlling it, (c) three cities directly benefited by it,
and (d) two commodities that are brought nearer to important
markets by this canal, stating from what market and to what
market each is shipped.
These questions are by no means identical in intention,
but yet there is something common. The second one,
however, pins the examinee down much more, is less likely
to lead to verbosity, and will be easier to mark. A mature
geographer would prefer the former; children, except the
best of them, will prefer the latter, and on the whole will,
I think, be more justly marked by it.
Each of these questions is good in its way. But some-
times we get questions which are definitely bad, at both
extremes; at the one end being the ultra-mechanical (to
which weakness the Achievement Test in certain subjects
is undoubtedly prone), and at the other the over-ambitious
of the kind like that in the story (" Describe the universe
and give two examples "). There is here, as everywhere,
a golden mean. In their place, however, these new
1 It was very badly answered
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